
2098 – Bat & Ball – 03/03/19 

More hurricanes, lots of wind, mega rain; will this matter. For real Hashers, certainly not.   
We arrive at the start, along with Little Pong for a mega weather extravaganza. So where is the 
wind tearing trees out the ground, tsunami worth’s of rain washing the country side flat. It’s a bit 
blowy and there’s a tiny bit of rain. 
 
Hey Ho, normal hashing weather so lets get to it. Centurion, Ferret and Arse About are the hares 
today, apparently this is a test trail for the HOV on Wednesday, Guinea Pig Wessex. 
Hare report is the usual, rain washed the trail away, plus beware of angry Farmers, must be that 
time of year? 
 
Into the village with Lonely, plodding across the squelchy common. Horn Blower takes us out to 
the road and then the woods. Lots of slipping and sliding on the off road sections. But with help 
from Spotted Dick, Wurzle and Banger we don’t have to wait for Ferret. Obligatory photo session, 
took ages, as we had to wait for Grocer. 
 
Without noticing it we’ve been climbing for quite a while so it’s a joy when we get to cruise down 
hill again. See Mini runners ahead, so it looks like we have a short run today. Seem to be on 
dust, but we still get called back by Centurion, to go right. Get as far as the Church to find Ferret 
saying we’ve gone wrong. Lonely and Little Pong fancy doing all the trail, ‘cause they can, so we 
start running the bit of the trail we hadn’t done backwards. Finally get back to the point where 
Centurion had called us back, to find Ferret kicking out his signs as they were wrong (his words, 
not mine, so don’t hit me Mr C!!!). Even with this back tracking we still didn’t do all the routes, but  
more than some. 
 
Swift jog to the main road and back to camp. 
Plenty of down downs out in the tent where all the real runners were. And then home as I have to 
pack to go to London in a few hours. 
 
So short report whilst still sober, not the greatest weather dysfunction as reported by the press, 
plenty of squishy trails through the woods, Ferret looking damp, windy tent with heater light show 
and another successful trail. 
 
So what did you think? 
 
On On  

 


